
Language Arts

Your Personal Own Dictionary - How have things been going making your own
dictionary in the back of your language notebook? If needed, see the previous plans for
information on this. Now that spring is here, it is the perfect time to get out the sidewalk
chalk for hopscotch! Use the squares to put the letters of the words you are learning to
spell. Hop to each one in order for practice. Make a grid for each word, erase and go to
the next word if you do not have space.

Here are some more fun ways to practice spelling words:
● Paint them with Q-tips
● Write them in a salt or sand tray
● Roll them out in Playdough
● Use strips of construction paper to glue the letters into paper chains

Creative Writing - Have you read “The Book With No Pictures”, by B.J. Novak? It is
truly hilarious and creative. If you do not already have it at home, try to check it out at
the library. It is always best to read the actual books, if all else fails, here is a link to the
author himself reading it to a groups of children:
The Book With No Pictures

https://thebookwithnopictures.com/


See this week’s additional materials for a fun creative writing activity based on the book
which incorporates parts of speech such as nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. This
book is meant to be read aloud. Make sure you or someone in your family reads your
version aloud! Get silly and crack everyone up!

Alphabetical Order - Use these four activity cards to practice alphabetical order. Write
your answers in a Language notebook.



Parts of Speech - Mad Libs!
Let’s have fun with all of the parts of speech you know!
First, review these parts of speech:
-Noun
-Verb
-Adjective
-Adverb

Once you know which words are in each category, then make a list of the words for one
of these Mad Lib puzzles:



If that was fun, then consider making a mad lib puzzle for a friend. You can either find a
writing which you re-create with blanks and labeling the part of speech, or you can write
your own story and leave blanks which need to be filled in.

Have fun!


